Watching solvent friction impede ultrafast barrier crossings: a direct test of Kramers theory.
A systematic investigation of the solvent's dynamic influence on activated barrier crossings on an electronic ground state is performed using ultrafast two-dimensional infrared chemical exchange spectroscopy. These measurements facilitate a direct comparison with the widely adopted Kramers theory of condensed phase reaction kinetics, and for the first time avoid the significant complication of electronic excitation to probe directly in the time domain a ground electronic state reaction with a well-defined transition state. The picosecond timescale interconversion between two stable isomers of the metal carbonyl complex Co(2)(CO)(8) in a series of linear alkane solvents shows negligible energetic variation with solvent carbon chain length, providing an exclusive probe of the effects of solvent friction. Relative to the linear alkane series, cyclohexane does alter the potential energy surface by preferentially stabilizing one of the isomers. Despite this pronounced modification of the reaction barrier energetics, combination of experiment and computation enables the removal of the nondynamical barrier contribution to the rate constant, isolating the dynamical influence of solvent friction. The experimental data, supported with quantum and classical computations, show agreement with a simple Markovian Kramers theory for the isomerization rate constant's dependence on solvent viscosity.